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I. Introduction
A previous memorandum [Hedin et al., 1993] describes the local time
average portion of the HWM93 (Horizontal Wind Model) based on a diverse
set of incoherent scatter radar, MF radar, meteor radar, rocketsonde,
rocket grenade, falling sphere, and gradient wind data. The recently
published CIRA 1986 (CIRA-86) model containing monthly tabulations of
zonal mean wind from 0 to 120 km [Fleming et al., 1990] was a key
element which provided the Basis for wind profiles throughout the lower
atmosphere. The CIRA-86 tabulations, however, did not address tidal
components.
The HWM93 model is the successor of the HWM90 analytic empirical
model [Hedin et al., 19911 for winds above I00 km based on data from
satellites and ground based incoherent scatter radar and Fahry-Perot
optical interferometers. The HWM90 model used a limited set of vector
spherical harmonics to describe spatial and temporal variations in the
exosphere and at selected altitude nodes with cubic spline interpolation
between nodes down to I00 km. The formulation of this wind model is
analogous to the MSIS-86 [Hedin, 19871 and MSISE-90 [Hedin, 1991]
density and temperature models and allows the user to obtain atmospheric
parameters at an arbitrary location and time.
It is the goal of the HWM93 model described herein to extend the
formulation of the HWM90 model into the mesosphere and to the surface so
as to provide a description of the average (climatological) wind system
throughout the atmosphere and tidal (local time) variations in the
stratosphere and mesosphere. The tidal portion of the model is based
on selected historical rocket data, meteor radar and MF radar data, and
lower thermosphere incoherent scatter data previously used for HWM90.
The new model thus represents a compromise between data sources in the
upper stratosphere, mesosphere, and lower thermosphere. Model results
and data comparisons are given with emphasis on the mesosphere and lower
thermosphere and include also theoretical semidiurnal winds calculated
from Forbes and Vial [1989]. The HWM90 model parameters were changed at
I00 Fun to provide a smoother transition into the mesosphere But
otherwise remain unchanged in the thermosphere.
2. Data Sources
The data used to generate this model were derived from published
tabulations, figures, and original data bases as summarized in Table 1.
The number and diversity of data sources is greatest in the mesosphere
and lower thermosphere consistent with availability and the emphasis of
this paper.
In the mesosphere and lower thermosphere the techniques and sources
represented include incoherent scatter radar, MF radar, meteor radar,
falling spheres, and rocket grenade soundings. These were
supplemented by datasondes in the upper stratosphere and lower
mesosphere from the Meteorological Rocket Network (MRN).
Rocketsonde data from the Meteorological Rocket Network were
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obtained from the NASA/Wallops database, whioh is similar to the World
Data Center format available from the National Climate Data Center at
Asheville, NC. The data oover the time period from 1969 to 1991 and
were separated into falling sphere data [Sohmidlin, 1988], whioh make
useful measurements to nearly I00 km, and paraohute/datasonde
measurements whioh were limited to 78 km. The MRN
ooneentrated on taking data near local noon, but data are available
for all parts of the day for most stations. For eaoh station, the
data at two kilometer intervals were separated into two hour loeal
time groups. Monthly averages, determined by summing over all
available years, were formed separately for the twelve looal time
groups. These averages, whioh provide as equitable a looal time
ooverage as possible, were used as the rooketsonde input to the model
and data oomparisons.
The less frequent rocket grenade data (1960-1972) were not part of
the rooketsonde data set and were not averaged. The MF and Meteor radar
data were generally provided as monthly averages.
3. Model Formulation
The HWM93 model is an extension of the HWM87 and HWM90 models [Hedin
et al., 1988; 1991] summarizing wind measurements in the thermosphere.
Latitude and looal time variations in the horizontal wind veotor are
represented By an expansion in veotor spherioal harmonies [Morse and
Fes_baoh, 1953] with eaoh expansion ooeffioient represented by a Fourier
series in day of year for annual and semiannual variations. The
expansion involves two orthogonal veotor fields, the divergence B field
and the rotational C field. Due to laok of data ooverage, tidal
oomponents are independent of longitude. Solar aotivity and magnetio
aotivity variations are not inoluded Below I00 km. Hemispherio
differenoes are represented only by the lowest order asymmetrio harmonio
beoause of the limited and uneven data ooverage between hemispheres.
This report will treat only tidal variations, although tidal and
non-tidal variations were fit in an iterative fashion to produoe as
self-oonsistent an overall model as possible, and tidal variations were
limited to above approximately 45 km. No longitude dependenoe of the
tides was oonsidered (apart from looal time), given the laok of data
ooverage.
Below 100 km the wind profiles are represented by a oubio spline,
defined by oubio polynomials between speoified nodes with first and
seoond derivatives oontinuous aoross interior nodes. The nodes were
ohosen to be at 100, 90, 82.5, 75, 67.5, 60, 52.5, 45, 37.5, 30, 22.5,
15, 7.5, and 0 km providing a oonvenient division into intervals of
approximately one soale height. The wind magnitude and altitude
gradient are matohed at I00 km with the thermospherio values, and in
addition the altitude gradient is speoified (fit) at 100 km.
The harmonio expansion at eaoh altitude node is limited to low
order terms as summarized in Tables 2a and 2b, thus smoothing the model
output in spaoe and time. The olassifioation into symmetrioal and
asymmetrioal is with respeot to refleotion about the equator with
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symmetrical meaning the vector spherical harmonic term provides zonal
winds which have the same direction either side of the equator while the
meridional wind changes direction. The column value 'm' refers to the
local time harmonic content (I the first harmonic, etc.). The 'n' value
is the latitude harmonic order and is always equal to or larger than
'm'. If the n minus m value is even, then the B field term is symmetric and
the C field term is asymmetric. The higher the order 'n° the greater
the latitude variability that can be represented. Only low order terms
were used because of the sparse and uneven latitudinal distribution of
measurement stations and the limited time series available covering
different time periods for different stations. In Table 2 a dash (-)
means this term is not included for this node.
The determination of the harmonic coefficients for the various
nodes of the wind profile is accomplished by a least squares fit to
selected subsets of the data. The node to node variations of the
harmonic coefficients were smoothed by refitting with the sum of the
squares of the differences between adjacent node coefficients
(multiplied by a constant) added to the usual sums of squares of data
minus model differences. The multiplicative (tension) constant was
chosen so that the sums of squares of the data residuals increased by
no more than one percent.
Root mean square deviations of the data from the model in different
altitude regions are given in Tables 3a and 3b. The grenade and
incoherent scatter data tend to have the largest average departures
because they were not smoothed or based on monthly averages. Natural
variability is also high in the upper mesosphere due to breaking gravity
waves and lower thermosphere where electrodynamic effects are
important. The differences between the model and rocket and incoherent
scatter data also reflect possible mismodeling of the zonal average
variations (model described in a separate report).
4. Model Examples/Comparisons/Discussion
4.1 Annual Average Diurnal Variations
The annual average diurnal wind amplitudes and phases from the model
are illustrated in Fig. I. Amplitudes are weak in the stratosphere and
lower mesosphere (a few meters per second), but reach a peak of tens of
meters per second at low- to mid- latitudes in the upper mesosphere and
lower thermosphere, where they dominate the semidiurnal tide. At high
latitudes, amplitudes peak even more strongly between ll0 and 120 km.
The accuracy of the detailed latitude patterns near the equator in the
mesosphere, particularly the merldlonal peak near 20N, and in southern
latitudes in the lower thermosphere is uncertain because of the lack of
data gathering stations.
Further examples of model winds and comparisons with data are shown
in Figs. 2 to 5. Here data have been selected for rather broad altitude
or latitude intervals and the model wind plotted vs latitude or altitude
for the midpoint of the selected intervals. The example model plot will
represent the model prediction at the exact altitude or latitude of
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individual measurements with a degree of faithfulness that depends on
how rapidly the data and model vary with altitude, latitude, etc. The
difference between the plotted points and the model line represents the
average difference of each measurement, separated by source as specified
in Table l, from the model (calculated exactly for that location) and
the error bars represent the one standard deviation scatter of this
difference within the plot bin limits. There are two plots for each
situation, separating data into two groups: rocket data (stratosphere
and mesosphere) and incoherent scatter data (thermosphere); and meteor
and MF radars (mesosphere and lower thermosphere). Individual data
amplitudes will frequently tend to be larger than model amplitudes
because varying or inconsistent phases between data points produces a
cancellationeffect during generation of the model. The model is based
on fourier components and data to model differences were calculated with
the fourier components and then the amplitudes and phases reconstructed.
In the upper stratosphere and lower mesosphere tides are determined
only by rocketsonde data which are sparse in the southern hemisphere and
generally have incomplete local time coverage for individual months.
Thus, the model does not include interhemispheric differences or
seasonal variations below 75 km. While the scatter of the original
measurements can be considerable (particularly at high latitudes) and
measurements at different local times are usually from different days,
diurnal variations are clearly present with rapid phase changes with
height near the equator and little phase change with height below I00 km
at higher latitudes. Amplitudes are not very reliable at high latitudes
because of the large scatter in the original point measurements. The
eastward wind maximizes about six hours later than the northward wind in
the northern hemisphere and six hours earlier than the northward wind in
the southern hemisphere. These features were previously seen in
analysis of earlier data [Reed et al., 1969; Groves, 1980] and are
broadly consistent with theory [Forbes, 1952], although theory tends to
predict a higher contribution of propagating modes at midlatitudes, and
thus more rapid phase changes with altitude, than observed.
Rocket data becomes increasingly scattered in the upper mesosphere so
that amplitudes are suspect, but phases generally blend smoothly with
MF/Meteor radar data at their lower altitude limit. Model phases agree
quite well with MF/Meteor data. The lowest latitude data (Townsville
(20S), Christmas Island (2N), and Punta Borinquen (15N)) suggest higher
diurnal amplitudes in the upper mesosphere (Figs. 2e and 3e), but these
data are from very limited time series and with Kyoto (35N) amplitudes
generally being on the small side and Adelaide (35S) on the high side,
it is difficult to fit all these stations without increasing the
harmonic order considerably and introducing complex latitude and
interhemispheric variations which may not be justified. All comparisons
must be considered against the background of significant variability in
both the diurnal and semid_irnal tides (e.g. Fritts and Isler [1992])
and the fact that the stations are not equivalent in their seasonal
coverage or years of measuI_ment.
In the lower thermosphere at high latitudes, the rapid change in
diurnal phase above I00 km (Figs. 4f and 5f) with increasing amplitudes
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into the thermosphere is reflected in both MF/Meteor data and IS data.
However, at mid- to low- latitudes the lack of full daytime coverage By
IS plus considerable differences Between MF/Meteor radar stations makes
the transition of the diurnal tide into the thermosphere poorly
defined.
A comparison of rooketsonde and IS radar winds as a function of local
time with the HWM93 model (including Both the diurnal, semidiurnal, and
zonal average components) is shown in Fig. 6 for several altitude and
latitude regions. The grenade data generally show the same trends as
the rooketsonde data, although with greater scatter. Incoherent scatter
radar data is frequently quite variable, particularly at high latitudes.
4.2 Semidiurnal Variations
The annual average semidlurnal wind amplitudes and phases from the
model are illustrated in Fig. 7. Amplitudes are weak in the
stratosphere and lower mesosphere (a few meters per second). However,
amplitudes increase strongly to a peak of 40 to 60 m/s, and are dominant
over the diurnal variation, in the lower thermosphere. The accuracy of
the detailed latitude patterns near the equator in the mesosphere and in
southern latitudes in the lower thermosphere is uncertain Because of the
lack of data gathering stations. Model and data comparison plots
similar to those for diurnal variations are shown in Figs. 8 to II (see
also Fig. 6 for local time plots). These figures also show the
corresponding model prediction from the Forbes and Vial [1989] model(FV89).
In the upper stratosphere and lower mesosphere the same data
limitations apply as for diurnal variations and the model does not
include interhemispheric differences or seasonal variations Below 75 km.
Semidiurnal variations are clearly present at low- to mid- latitudes
with systematic phase variations with height. Amplitudes are again not
very reliable at high latitudes because of the large scatter in the
point measurements.
Rocket data Becomes increasingly scattered in the upper mesosphere so
that amplitudes are suspect, but phases generally blend smoothly with
MF/Meteor radar data at their lower altitude limit. Model phases agree
quite well with MF/Meteor data, except for the Townsville zonal phase
which differs significantly from its northern hemisphere counterparts
(Figs. 9d, 9e, and 9f).
Semidiurnal amplitudes increase strongly into the lower thermosphere
according to IS data, but not as strongly in meteor radar data (Figs
10e, 10f, lie, and llf).
Amplitudes from the Forbes and Vial [1989] model are generally the




The annual variation of the diurnal amplitudes and phases of the
meridional and zonal wind is illustrated for three latitudes in Fig. 12
corresponding to the locations of the Saskatoon, Arecibo, and
Christchurch radars. In the upper mesosphere, the meridional amplitude
tends to maximize in the summer. The zonal seasonal variation is weaker
and less clear. Some stations also had significant semiannual
variations but consistency with other stations was not always good.
Data comparison plots are shown in Figs. 13 and 14. The broad
seasonal trends in amplitude and phase at high latitudes were captured
fairly well except for the meridional phase at Mawson (Fig. 13a). At
mid-latitudes the several radar stations were somewhat diverse in
measured phases (Figs. 13e and l_e) and helped reduce the model
amplitude relative to measured zonal amplitudes (Figs. 14b and 14e).
Asymmetries such as the higher amplitudes at Adelaide compared to Kyoto
[Vincent et al., 1988] are captured better in the meridional (Figs. 13b
and 13e) than the zonal (Figs. 14b and 14e) component. It is apparent
that hemispherical asymmetries have a more complicated latitude
dependence than assumed here. The strong annual variation in meridional
amplitude at Christmas Island (Fig. 13d) without accompanying phase
changes or zonal changes could not be captured by the limited harmonic
model.
4.4 Annual-Semidiurnal Variations
The annual variation of the semidiurnal amplitudes and phases of the
meridional and zonal wind is illustrated for three latitudes in Fig. 15.
Semiannual trends in amplitude are more noticeable than annual trends,
particularly in the southern hemisphere. However, vertical wavelengths
in the mesosphere are shorter in winter than summer as discussed by
Manson et al. [1989].
Data comparison plots are shown in Figs. 16 and 17 and include also
the Forbes and Vial [1989] model. The annual trends in amplitude and
phase at middle to high latitudes were captured fairly well. Phases
have a more noticeable annual variation than amplitudes, while
amplitudes have a more semiannual character. The FV89 model is
generally similar but with a larger seasonal variation in the lower
thermosphere. The situation is similar at mid-latitudes, but again the
greater diversity of measurement phases lead to somewhat smaller
modelled amplitudes. Neither HWM93 nor FV89 does particularly well with
the Christchurch and Adelaide meridional phases (Fig. 16b).
Christchurch amplitudes are generally higher than the model and data
from Adelaide (Figs. 16b and 17b), but data over several years reported
by Fraser [1990] indicates that the data used here from 1979 may be
unusually high. The trends at Christmas Island (Figs. 16d and ITd) were
captured better than for the diurnal tide. The FV89 zonal phase appears
to be systematically offset from HWM93 at low latitudes (Fig. ITd).
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5. Summary
MF radar and meteor radar, combined with rocket soundings and
incoherent scatter radar, have been used to extend the tidal components
of the HWM90 spherical harmonic wind model into the mesosphere and upper
stratosphere. While month to month details cannot be completely
represented, data are fit with an overall rms error of approximately 5
to l0 m/s. Comparison with rocket and radar data indicates that the
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TABLE 1. Wind Data Summary
Wind Plot
Station Component Latitude Longitude Years Altitude Sym Reference
Incoherent Scatter
EISCAT I_Z 69.6N 19.2E 85-87 19g-126 B [Virdi and Williams, 1_89] 3
Chataniko I_Z 65.1N 147.4W 76-82 9_-136 1 [Johnson et ol.4 1987] °
St. Sontin M 44.6N 2.2E 73-85 96-176 5 [Bernard, 1974] °
Millstone I_ 42.5N 71.5W 76-77 105-135 3 [Wand, 1983] _
Arecibo M 18.3N 66.8W 74-77 196-176 6 [Harper et al._ 1976] °
Arecibo Z 74-75 196-139 6 [Harper, 1977] j
MF radar, monthly averages
Tromso 14_Z 79. N 29. E 87-89 67-112 M rManson & Meek, 199112
Saskotoon I_Z 52. N 197. W 85 61-111 F [Manson et ol.0 198912
Urbane M_Z 40. N 88. W 91-92 66-111 T fFranke & Thorsen, 19931 °
Townsville M_Z 26. S 147. E 78-80 76-108 K [Vincent and Boll, 198_I 2
Adelaide 14_Z 35. S 138. E 84-86 76-100 J [Vincent etol., 1988] _
Christchurch IVI&Z 44. S 173. E 79 65-102 ] [Fraser, 1996; Monson et ol^, 1989] 2
Mowson I_Z 67.6S 62.9E 84-86 76-108 0 [MacLeod and Vincent, 1985] _
_., Meteor radar, monthly averages
,-, Poker Flat M_Z 65. N 147. W 83-84 75-106 W [Avery et el., 1983] 2
Garchy Z 47. N 3. E 79 78-102 + [Maesebeuf et el., 1979; Monson et el., 198_] 2
Monpazier Z 44. N 1. E 79-89 76-104 L [Bernard et el., 1981; Monson et a_., 1989] =
Durham I_Z 43. N 71. W 78-84 77-119 V [Clark, 1983; Manson,et el., 1989] L
Kyoto I_Z 35. N 136. E 83-84 82-196 G [Tsuda et el., 1987] _ ,
Punto Borinquen Z 18. N 67. W 77-78 86-106 R [Bernard et el., 19_1]'
Christmas Is. M&Z 2. N 158. W 88-91 86-109 S [Avery et a1.,1990] °
Rocket data
Grenade IVI_Z 66-72 36-106 N [Theon et el., 19_2]1
Falling sphere I_Z 69-91 25--10_ P _Schmidlin, 1985]_
Datasonde M_Z 69-91 26- 75 C [Schmldlin, 1986]_
Wind component is M, Z, or k_Z for meridional, zonal, or both.
Data from published tabulations or plots.
2 Data from MLT radar database
3 Data from other original database
Table 2a. Maximum B Field Spherical Harmonic Order (n)
B field parameter (node altitude)
grad
Term m lee 90 82 75 67 6e 52 45 37 36 22 15 7 e lOe
Symmetrical
Diurnal 1 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 3 3
Semidiurnal 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Asymmetrical
Diurnal 1 2 2 2 2
Diurnal-annual 1 2 2 2 2
Semidiurnal 2 3 3 3
Semldiurnal- 2 3 3 3 3 .....
annual
Semidiurnal- 2 3 3 3 -
semiannual
Table 2b. Maximum C Field Spherical Harmonic Order (n)
C field parameter (node altitude)
grad
Term m 100 9e 82 75 67 60 52 45 37 30 22 15 7 e Ie0
Symmetrical
Diurnal 1 6 6 6 6 4 4 4 4 ...... 4
Semidiurnal 2 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 ...... 5
Asymmetrical
Diurnal 1 1 1 1 1 ...........
Diurnal-annual 1 1 1 1 1 ...........
Semidiurnal 2 2 2 2 ............
Semidiurnal- 2 2 2 2 2 ......
annual
Semidiurnal- 2 2 2 2 ........
semiannual
12
TABLE 3a. RMS Zonal Wind Differences from HWM93
Data Set 45-60 km 60-90 km 90-120 km
rms pts rms pts rms pts
Datasonde 7 2152 13 1694
Falling Sphere II 701 13 1336 32 135
Grenade 16 474 18 973 55 146
MF radar diurnal 5 918 6 1163
MF radar semidiurnal 5 907 7 1159
Meteor radar diurnal 7 776 7 880
Meteor radar semidiurnal 7 774 8 881
IS radar 47 1329
TABLE 3b. RMS Meridional Wind Differences from HWM92
Data Set 45-60 km 60-90 km 90-120 km
rms pts rms pts rms pts
Datasonde 4 2152 9 1684
Falling Sphere 5 701 9 1368 27 138
Grenade II 474 16 973 50 147
MF radar diurnal 6 894 6 1133
MF radar semidiurnal 6 923 7 1175
Meteor radar diurnal 10 453 10 542
Meteor radar semidiurnal 8 435 II 542
IS radar 34 2064
Here rms is root mean square difference between data and model, pts is
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Fig. 1. Contour plots in altitude versus latitude of the seasonal average diurnal wind
amplitude and phase (negative phase dashed) for zonal wind (upper panels) and
meridional win_ (lower panels). Phase indioates looal time o_ maxlmum eastward or
northward wind respectively.
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Fig. 2a. Seasonal average diurnal meridional wind amplitude and phase versus latitude
for 35 to 45 km. The HWM93 wind (solid line) shown for mid-range conditions. Top row
of plots contain MF/Meteor radar data with plot symbols indicated in Table I. Bottom
row contains rocketsonde and IS radar data combined (*).
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Fig. 2b. Seasonal average diurnal meridional wind amplitude and phase versus latitude
for 55 to 65 km. The HWM93 wind (solid line) shown for mid-range conditions. Top row
of plots contain MF/Meteor radar data with plot sFmbols indicated in Table I. Bottom
row contains rooketsonde and IS radar data combined (*).
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Fig. 20. Seasonal average diurnal meridional wind amplitude and phase versus latitude
for 65 to 75 km. The HWM93 wind (solid line) shown for mid-range oonditions. Top row
of plots oontain NF/Meteor radar data with plot symbols indioated in TaBle I. Bottom
row oontains rooketsonde and IS radar data oombined (*).
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ig. 2d. Seasonal average dlurnal merldional wind amplitude and phase versus latitude
or 75 to 85 km. The HWM93 wind (solid line) shown for mld-range oondltions. Top row
of plots contain MF/Meteor radar data with plot symbols indicated in Table I. Bottom
row contains rooketsonde and IS radar data eomblned (*).
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Fig. 2e. Seasonal average diurnal meridional wind amplitude and phase versus latitude
for 85 to 95 km. The HWM93 wind (solid line) shown for mid-range oonditions. Top row
of plots oontain MF/Meteor radar data with plot symbols indioated in Table 1. Bottom
row contains roeketsonde and IS radar data combined (*).
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Fig. 2f. Seasonal average diurnal meridional wind amplitude and phase versus latitude
for 95 to I05 km. The H_M93 wind (solid line) shown _or mid-range oonditions. Top row
of plots contain MF/Meteor radar data with plot symbols indicated in TaBle I. Bottom
row oontains rooketsonde and IS radar data oombined ().
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Fig. 3a. Seasonal average diurnal zonal wind amplitude and phase versus latitude for
35 to 45 km. The HWM93 wind (solid line) shown _or mid-range oonditions. Top row of
plots oontain MF/Meteor radar data with plot symbols indioated in Table I. Bottom row
oontains rooketsonde and IS radar data oombined (*).
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Fig. 3b. Seasonal average diurnal zonalwind amplitude and phase versus latitude for
55 to 66 km. The HWM93 wind (solid line) shown _or mid-range conditions. Top row of
plots contain MF/Meteor radar data with plot symbols indica%ed in Table 1. Bottom row
contains rocketsonde and IS radar data combined (*).
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Fig. 3o. Seasonal average diurnal zonalwind amplitude and phase versus latitude for
65 to 75 km. The HWM93 wind (solid line) shown _or mid-range oonditions. Top row of
plots oontain MF/Meteor radar data with plot symbols indioated in T_ble I. Bottom row
oontains rooketsonde and IS radar data oombined (*).
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Fig. 3d. Seasonal average diurnal zonal wind amplitude and phase versus latitude for
75 to 85 ]un. The HWM93 wind (solid line) shown _or mid-range conditions. Top row of
plots contain MF/Meteor radar data with plot symbols indicated in Table I. Bottom row
contains rooketsonde and IS radar data combined (*).
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Fig. 3e. Seasonal average diurnal zonal wind amplitude and phase versus latitude for
85 to 95 km. The HWMg3 wind (solid line) shown _or mid-range oonditions. Top row of
plots oontain MF/Meteor radar data with plot symbols indioated in Table I. Bottom row
oontains rooketsonde and IS radar data oombined (*).
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Fig. 3f. Season&l &verage diurn&l zonal wind amplitude and ph&se versus latitude for
95 to I05 km. The HWM93 wind (solid line) shown for mid-range oonditions. Top row of
plots oontain MF/Meteor radar data with plot symbols indioated in Table I. Bottom row
oontalns rocketsonde and IS radar data oombined (*).
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Fig. 4a. Seasonal avera£e diurnal meridional wind amplitude @nd phase
versus altitude for southern high latitudes. The HWM95 wind (sol_d
line) shown for mid-range oonditions. Top row of plots oontain
MF/Meteor radar data with plot symbols indioated in Table I. Bottom
row oontains rooketsonde and IS radar data combined (*).
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Fig. 4b. Seasonal average diurnal meridionalwind amplitudeand phase
versus altitudefor southernmiddle latitudes. The HWM93 wind (solid
llne) shown for mid-range conditions. Top row of plots contain
MF/Meteor radar data with plot symbols indicated in Table I. Bottom
row contains rocketsonde and IS radar data combined (*).
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Fig. 4o. Seasonal average diurnal meridional wind amplitude and phase
versus altitude for southern low latitudes. The HWM93 wind (solid
line) shown for mid-range oonditions. Top row of plots oontain
MF/Meteor radar data with plot symbols indioated in Table 1. Bottom
row oontains rooketsonde and IS radar data oombined (*).
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Fig. 4d. Seasonal average diurnal meridional wind amplitude and phase
versus altitude for norther low latitudes. The HWM93 wind (solid
line) shown for mid-range oonditions. Top row of plots oontain
MF/Meteor radar data with plot symbols indioated in Table I. Bottom
row oontains rooketsonde and IS radar data oombined (*).
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Fig. 4e. Seasonal average diurnal meridional wind amplitude and phase
versus altitude for northern middle latitudes. The HWM93 wind (solid
line) shown for mid-range oonditions. Top row of plots oontain
MF/Meteor radar data with plot symbols indioated in Table 1. Bottom
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Fig. 5a. Seasonal average diurnal zonal wind amplitude and phase
versus latitude for southern high latitudes. The HWM93 wind (solid
line) shown for mid-range oondi_ions. Top row of plots oontain
MF/Meteor radar data with plot symbols indioated in Table 1. Bottom
row oontains rooketsonde and IS radar data oombined (*).
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Fig. 8b. Seasonal average diurnal zonal wind amplitude and phas_e
versus latitude for southern middle latitudes. The HWM93 wind (solid
line) shown for mid-range oonditions. Top row of plots oontain
MFIMeteor radar data with plot symbols indioated in Table I. Bottom
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Fig. 50. Seasonal average diurnal zonal wind amplitudeand phase
versus latitude for southern low latitudes. The HWM93 wind (solid
line) shown for mid-range oonditions. Top row of plots oontain
MF/Meteor radar data with plot symbols indioated in Table I. Bottom
row oontains rooketsonde and IS radar data oombined (*).
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Fig. Sd. Seasonal average diurnal zonal wind amplitude and phase
versus latitude for northern low latitudes. The HWM93 wind (solid
line) shown for mid-range conditions. Top row of plots contain
MF/Meteor radar data wi_h plot symbols indicated in T_ble I. Bottomrow contains rooketsonde and IS radar data combined ().
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Fig. 5e. Seasonal average diurnal zonal wind amplitude and phase
versus latitude for northern middle latitudes. The HWM93 wind (solid
line) shown for mid-range conditions. Top row of plots contain
MF/Meteor radar data with plot symbols indicated in Table 1. Bottom
row contains rooketsonde and IS radar data combined (*).
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Fig. 5f. Seasonal average diurnal zonal wind amplitudeand phase
versus latitude for northernhi£h latitudes. The HWM93 wind (solid
llne) shown for mld-range conditions. Top row of plots contain
MF/Meteorradar data with plot symbols indicatedin Table 1. Bottom
row contains rocketsondeand IS radar data combined (*).
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Fig. 6d. Merldlonal and zonal wind versus local time for selected
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line) shown for mid-range condl_ions. Plot symbols indicated in Table I.
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Fig. 8a. Seasonal average semidlurnal meridional wind _mplitudeand phase versus
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Fi_. 8b. Seasonal average semidiurnal meridional wind amplitude_and phase versus
latitude for 58 to 65 km. The HWM93 wind (solid line) and FV89 (dashed) shown for
mid-range oonditions. Top row of plots oontain MF/Meteor radar data with plot symbols
indioated in TaBle 1 Bottom row contains rooketsonde and IS radar data oombined (*).
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Fig. 80. Seasonal average semidiurnal meridional wind &mplitude_and ph@se versus
latitude for 65 to T5 km. The HWM93 wind (solid llne) and FV89 (dashed) shown for
mid-range conditions. Top row of lots contain MF/Meteor radar data with plot symbols
indicated in Table I Bottom row _ontains rocketsonde and IS radar data combined (').
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_i_. 8d. Seasonal average semidiurnal meridional wind amplitude_and phase versus
la_tude for 78 to 88 km. The HWN93 wind (solid line) and FV89 (dashed) shown for
mid-range conditions. Top row of plots contain MF/Neteor radar data with plot symbols
indicated in Table I Bottom row oontalns rooketsonde and IS radar data combined (').
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Fig. Be. Seasonal average semidiurnal meridional wind amplitude and phase versus
latitude for 85 to 95 km. The HWM93 wind (solid line) and FV89 (dashed) shown for
mid-range conditions. Top row of plots contain MF/Meteor radar data with plot symbols
indicated in Table I Bottom row contains rooketsonde and IS radar data combined (,).
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Fig. 8f. Seasonal average semidiurnal meridional wind amplitude and Dhase versus
latitude for 95 to 105 km. The HWM93 wind (solid line) and FV89 (dashed) shown for
mid-range conditions. Top row of plots contain MF/Meteor radar data with plot symbols
indicated in TaBle I Bottom row contains rocketsonde and IS radar data combined (*).
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Fig. 9a Se&son&l&vera_e semidiurn&lzonal wind amDlitude &nd phase versus latitudefor 35 _o 45 Em. The HWH93wind (solidline) and FVB9(dashed) shown for mid-rsm_e
oonditions Top row of plots oontainMFIMeteor radar data withplot symbols as
indloatedin T_ble 1. Bottom row oontalns rocketsondeand IS radar da%a oombined (*).
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Fig 9b. Seasonal average semidiurnal zonal wind amDlitude and phase versus latitude
for'55 to 65 km. The HWH93 wlnd (solid line) and FV_9 (dashed) shown for mid-range
conditions Top row of plots contain MF/Meteor radar data with plot symbols as
indicated in Table 1. Bottom row contains rocketscnde and IS radar data combined (*).
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Fig. go Seasonalaveragesemidiurnalzonal wind amplitudeand phase versus latitude
for 65 _o 75 km, The HWHg3 wind (solidline) and FV_9 (dashed) shown for mid-range
oonditions, Top row of plots oontain MF/Meteor radar data with plot symbols as
indioatedin Table I. Bottomrow oontains rooketsonde8md IS radar data combined (*).
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Fig 9d. Seasonal average semidiurnal zonalwind am_lltude and phase versus latitude
for'75 to 85 km. The HWM93 wind (solid line) and FV89 (dashed) shown for mid-range
oonditions. Top row of plots oontain MF/Meteor radar data with _lot symbols as
indioated in TaBle I. Bottom row oontains rooketsonde and IS radar data oombined (*).
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Fig. 9e. Seasonal average semidiurnal zonal wind amplitude and phase versus latitude
for 85 to 95 km. The HWH96 wind (solid line) and FVB9 (dashed) shown for mid-range
oonditions. Top row of plots oontain MF/Meteor radar data withplot symbols as
indioated in Table I. Bottom row oontains rooketsonde and IS rsx_ar data oombined (*).
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Fig. 9f Seasonal average semidiurnal zonal wind amplitude andphase versus latitude
for 95 to 105 km. The HWM93 wlnd (solid line) and FV89 (dashed) shown for mid-range
oonditions Top row of plots contain MF/Meteor radar data with plot symbols as
indicated in Table 1. Bottom row contains rooketsonde and IS radar data combined (*).
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Fig. lOa. Seasonal average semidiurnal meridional wind amplitude and
_hase versus altitude for southern high latitudes. The HWM93 wind
{solid line) and FV89 (dashed)shown _or mid-rangeconditions.Top row
of _lots contain MF/Meteor radar data with symbols indicatedin Table
I. Bottom row contains rooketsonde and IS radar data combined (*).
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Fig. 10b. Seasonal average semldiurnalmeridionalwind amplitude and
phase versus altitude for southernmiddle latitudes.The HWM93 wind
(solid line) and FV89 (dashed)shown for mid-rangeconditions.Top row
of plots contain MF/Meteor radar data with symbols indicated in Table
1. Bottom row contains rooketsondeand IS radar data combined (*).
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FAg. I00, Seasonal average semidiurnal meridional wand amplitude and
phase versus _ltitude for southern 10w latitudes. The HWM93 wind
{solid line) and FV89 (dashed) shown for mid-ran£e oonditions. Top row
of DIots oontain MF/Meteor radar data with symbols indioated in TKble
1. Bottom row contains rooketsonde and IS radar data oombined (*).
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Fig. lOd. Seasonal average semidiurnalmeridionalwind amplitude and
phase versus altitude for northern low latitudes.The HWM93 wind
{solid llne) and FV89 (dashed)shown for mld-range oonditions.Top row
of plotscontain MF/Meteor radar data with symbols indioated in Table
•. _ottom row contains rooketsondeand IS radar data combined (*).
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Fig. 10e. Seasonal average semidiurnalmeridionalwind amplitudeand
phase versus altitude for northernmiddle latitudes.The HWM93 wind
[solid line) and FV89 (dashed)shown for mid-range conditions.Top row
of plots oontain MF/Meteorradar data with symbols indicatedin Table
1. Bottom row oontains rooketsondeand IS radar data oombined (*).
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Fig. 10f. Seasonal average semidiurnalmeridionalwind amplitude and
phase versus altitude for norhtern high latitudes.The HWM93 wind
[solid line) and FV89 (dashed) shown _or mid-range conditions. Top row
of plots contain MF/Meteor radar data with indicatedin Table I.
Bottom row contains rocketsondeand IS radar data combined (*).
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Fig. lla. Seasonal average semidiurnalzonal wind amDlitudeand phase
versus latitude for southern high latitudes. The HWM_3 wind (solid
line) and FV89 (dashed) shown for mid-range conditions. Top row of
plots contain MFIMeteor radar data with symbols indicated in T_ble I.
_ottom row contains rocketsonde and IS radar data combined (*).
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Fig. llb. Seasonal average semidiurnalzonal wind amplitude and_phase
versus latitude for southern middle latitudes. The HWM93 wind (solid
line) and FV89 (dashed) shown for mid-range conditions. Top row of
plots contain MF/Meteor radar data with symbols indicated in Table I.
_ottom row contains rooketsonde and IS radar data combined (*).
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Fig. llO. Seasonal average semidiurnal zonal wind amplitude and phase
versus latitude for southern low latitudes. The HWMg_ wind (soli_
line) and FV89 (dashed) shown for mid-range conditions. Top row of
_lots contain MF/Meteor radar data with symbols indicated in Table 1.
Bottom row contains rooketsonde and IS radar data combined (*).
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Fig. lld. Seasonal average semidiurnal zonal wind amplitude and phase
versus latitude for northern low latitudes. The HWMOB wind (solid
line) and FV89 (dashed) shown for mid-range conditions. Top row of
plots contain MF/Meteor radar data with symbols indicated in Table I.
Bottom row contains rocketsonde and IS radar data combined (').
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Fig. lle. Seasonal average semidiurnal zonal wind am litude and phase 
versus latitude for northern middle latitudes. The &M93 wind (solid 
line) and FV89 (dashed) shown for mid-range conditions. Top row of 
E lots contain MF/Meteor radar data with symbols indicated in Table 1. ottom row contains rocketsonde and IS radar data combined (* ) .  
Fig. llf. Seasonal average semidiurnal zonal wind amplitude and phase
versus latitude for northern high latitudes. The HWM93 wind (solid
row of
line) and FV89 (dashed) shown for mid-range oonditions. Top TsJ_leI.plots oontain MF/Met or radar data with symb ls ndioated in
Bottom row oontains rooketsonde and IS radar data oombined (*).
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Fig.13a. Diurnalmeridionalwind amplitudeand phaseversusday of
year for seleoted altitudes at southern high latitudes. The HWM93
model (solid line) shown for mid_range oonaitions. Plot symbols
indicate souroe as given in Table I.
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Fig. IEa. Contour plots in altitude versus day of year of the diurnal amplitude and
phase (dashed negatlve) of the zonal and meridional wind at 52N latitude.
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Fig. l@b. Contour plots in altitudeversus day of year of %he diurnal amplitude and
phase (dashed nega%Ive)of %he zonal and meridlonalwind a% 18 N lati%ude.
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Fig. 12o. Contour plots in altitude versus day of year of the diurnal amplitude and
phase (dashed negatlve) of the zonal and merldional wind at 44S latitude.
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Fig. l3b. Diurnal meridional wind amplitude and hase versus da of B year for selected altitudes at southern middle la itudes. The H M93 
model (solid line) shown for mid-range conditions. Plot symbols 
t; 
indioate source as given in Table 1. 
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Fig. 13o. Diurnal meridional wind amplitude and phase versus day of
year for seAected altitudes at southern low latitudes. The HWM93
model (solid line) shown for mid_range conditions. Plot symbols
indicate source as given in T_ble I.
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Fig. 13d. Diurnal merldional wind amplitude and phase versus day of
year for seleotedaltltudes at northern low latitudes. The HwMg3
model (solid llne) shown for mid_range oondltions. Plot sFabols
indioate souroe as given in T_ble I.
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Fig. 13e. Diurnal rneridional wind amplitude and hase versus da of 
year for  se lec ted  a l t i tudes  a t  northern middle l a  e i tudes .  The H M93 
model ( s o l i d  l i n e )  shown for  mid-range conditions. Plot symbols $ 
indicate source a s  given i n  Table 1 .  
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Fig. 13f. Diurnal meridional wind amplitude and phase versus day of
year fgr selected altitudesat northern high lati%udes. The HWMg3
model Csolid line) shown for mid_rangeconditions.Plot symbols
indicatesource as given in T_ble 1.
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ig. 14a. Diurnal zonal wind amplitude and phase versus day of year
or selected altitudes at southern high latitudes. The It_M93 model
(solid llne) shown for mid_range cond[tlons. Plot symbols indicate
source as given in Table I.
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Fig. 14b. Diurnal zonal wind amplitudeand phase versus dayof yearfor selected altitudesat southernmiddle latitudes. The HWM93 model
(solidline) shown for mid_rangeconditions.Plot symbols indicate
sourceas given in Table 1.
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Fig. 140.. Diurnal zonal wind amplitudeand phase versus day of year
for se±ec_e_altitudesat southern low latitudes. The H%TM93model
(solidline) shown for mid_rangeconditions.Plot symbols indlcate
source as given in Table 1.
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Fig. 14d. Diurnal zonal wind amplitude and phase versus day of year
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souroe as given in Table I.
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Fig. 16f. Semidiurnal meridional wind amplitude and phase versus day
of year for seleoted altitudes at northern high latitudes. The HWM93
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Fig. 17o. Semidiurnal zonal wind amplitude and phase versus day
of year for selected altitud@s at southern low latitudes. The HWM93
model (solid line) and FV89 (dashed) shown for mid_range conditions.
Plot symbols indicate source as given in TaBle I.
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